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Dear parents, 

We are happy to place this book in your hands. The wordlists would be especially useful 
for students who struggle to read and spell.  

There are 504 boxes, and each box contains a set of twelve similar sounding words. 
Some words are repeated. Around 5000 words are listed in this book. Regular reading 
of these words would improve the reading skill of your children. This is also a sure-fire 
way of boosting the vocabulary of your child.  

The words are arranged under different word families. For example, box no 413 has 
words having ‘set’ in them. Box no 267 and 268 have words ending in ‘ify’. Reading 
similar sounding words would improve the decoding skills of your child and she begins 
to read fluently.  

It is not enough to read the sentences. Your child should be taught to use these words 
in sentences. You can search the net for sentence examples of any word. You can make 
a list of suitable sentences. www.manythings.org is an excellent site. It lists out the 
example sentences and it also provides you with audio of these sentences. Your child 
can not only read the sentences but can also listen to them.  

Dictionary plays an important role in improving language. Two good dictionaries in 
English are: Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary and Cambridge Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary. Advanced dictionaries have excellent sentence examples. Copying fifteen 
sentences daily from a dictionary helps children to improve their language skills. Oxford 
English- English- Malayalam Dictionary is an excellent dictionary. 

Regular dictation is required to improve spelling. Some children are not consistent with 
spelling. For example, your child may write friend as frend. An hour letter, she may write 
friend as ‘freind’ or as frind.  She does this because her brain is unable to properly 
process the spelling of the words. One has to be extremely patient while teaching 
struggling spellers.  

Amrita Vidyalayam Team 
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Word family  Box no / Word family  Box no 
Words ending in ant 140,142,143 / Words with ant 139,141 
Words with ang 144-146 / Words with aid 147,148 
Words starting with head 149 / Words with ead 150-152 
Words with ee 153-162 / Words with eaf 163 
Words with  each 164 / Words with ease 165 
Words with eag 166 / Words ending in eak 167 
Words with ea 168 / Words ending in  eal 169 
Words with eal 170 / Words with eam 171 
Words with eap 172 / Words with ear 173,174 
Words with cent 175,176 / Words with  ei 177 
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Words with et 190,191 / Words with eet 192,193 
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Words with met 200 / Words with en/an 201 
Words with th 202-204 / Words with ter         
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205-208 

Words with est 209-216 / Words with ice 217-129 
Words with ick 220-222 / Words  with ide 223-226 
Words with  eck 227 / Words with ift 228 
Words with  it    448-
450, 

229-232 / Words with ila 233,234 

Words with ailb 235 / Words with ild 236,241 
Words with eg, ege, egi 237-240 / Words with ile 242-245 
Words with ili 246-249 / Words with ill 250-253 
Words with ilo 254 / Words with ilt 255 
Words with ina 256-261 / Words with ist 262-266 
Words  ending in ist 287 / Words ending in ify 267,268 
Words with ect 269-276 / Words with ight 277-281 
Words with ict 282-285 / Words with ield 286 
Words with ine          
288, 

289,291,292 / Words with mine 290 

Words with line 293 / Words with eft/oft 294 
Words with inc 295-298 / Words ending in ind 299 
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Word family  Box no / Word family  Box no 
Words starting with ind 300-303 / Words with wind 304 
Words with ind 305,306 / Words starting with inf 307,308 
Words  with inf 309 / Words ending in ing 

311 
312,314,315 

Words with ing   
310,313 

316,317 / Words starting with ing 318 

Words with  inh 319 / Words start in ini/ino 320 
Words with inj 321 / Words starting in inn 322 
Words with ink 323,324 / Words with ins 325-327 
Words with inu 328 / Words start with inv 329,330 
Words start with int 334,335 / Words with int 331-333 
Words with inw/iny 336 / Words with  aft 337,338 
Words with ike 339 / Words ending in oke  340,341 
Words with  oac 342 / Words with oad 343 
Words with oad, oal 344 / Words with oar 345 
Words  with  oard 346 / Words with oat 347,348 
Words with obb 349 / Words with obe 350 
Words with obi 351 / Words with obl 352 
Words with oca 353,354 / Words with oce 355 
Words with oci 356,357 / Words with oco 358 
Words with oct 359 / Words  with ode 360,361 
Words with  odi 362,363 / Words with odd 364 
Words with  odu 365 / Words with ody 366 
Words with ela 367 / Words with eld 368 
Words with ele 369-371 / Words with oil 372 
Words ending in ter 373,205-08 / Words with ard 374,375 
Words with ay 376,377 / Words end in able 136-138, 378-380 
Words with ant 381 / Words end in  ant 382 
Words  with oast 383 / Words ending in oba 384 
Words with ie 385-390 / Words with eas 391-394 
Words with ess 395,396,399 / Words with ee 400-407 
Words with net          408 / Words with let 409 
Words with pet 410 / Words with ret 411,412 
Words with set 413 / Words with et 414,415 
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Words with cent 417 / Words with ent 416,419 
Words with ient 418 / Words with dent 420 
Words  with gent 421 / Words with lent  422 
Words end in ment   
423, 

424,426 / Words with  ment 425 

Words with  nent/uent 427 / Words with pent 428 
Words end in rent 429 / Words with sent 430 
Words with tent 431,432 / Words with vent 433,434 
Words with ip 435-438 / Words with ship 439 
Words  with ipl/chip 440 / Words with ig 441-447 
Words with it     229-
232, 

448-450 / Words with  if/iff 451-455 

Words end in   ‘in’     
456, 

460,461 / Words ending in ain 457-459 

Words with  ich 462 / Words with itch 463 
Words with eav 464 / Words end with ench 465 
Words  with  ert 
466,468 

469,470 / Words with vert 467 

Words with erv 471-473 / Words end with er   
484, 

474-477 

Words end with ther 478 / Words end with ver 479 
Words end with der 480,481 / Words with ner 482 
Words with per 483 / Words end with er 484 
Words end with lish 485 / Words  end with nish 486 
Words with  rish 487 / Words end with ish 488 
Words end with  aid 489 / Words with bid 490 
Words with cid 491,492 / Words end with hid/did 493 
Words with fid 494 / Words with lid 495,496 
Words with mid 497 / Words with ride 498 
Words with rid 499-500 / Words with side 501,502 
Words with reside 503 / Words with  pid 504 
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1                                       2                                     3                                      4 

band  bland  grassland  pan   span  than  thank 
gland grand dreamland plan  clan titan  giant 
hand  land fairyland planned drank stank 
stand  brand headband planning many want 
sand   expand island plane  lane mean bank 
armband mainland plank  lanky hang loan 
backhand reprimand plant  slant anew scan 
broadband strand pants  grant cane  sane 
command  offhand  ran   rank   dean  jeans 
disband  thousand  bran  mane  fancy rang 
firsthand  quicksand  man woman  danger 
garland  wetland  tan   tank   panelist 

 

 

5                                       6                                      7                                       8 

beat  heat   date debate  late  relate  emulate 
seat   meat skate  hate slate plate escalate 
neat   feat rebate dilate inflate formulate 
browbeat create  elate deflate insulate 
backseat crate  fate  articulate Isolate  
drumbeat inmate assimilate inoculate 
defeat bleat private annihilate legislate 
heartbeat situate calculate populate 
retreat cheat  eliminate  chocolate  regulate 
maltreat  graduate  correlate  stipulate 
treat wheat  navigate  circulate  simulate 
upbeat  investigate  extrapolate  stimulate 
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9                                   10                         11                               12 

speculate  advocate  implicate  state  estate 
tabulate allocate indicate agitate 
tinplate abdicate intoxicate devastate 
translate adjudicate locate dictate 
violate bifurcate lubricate facilitate 
accumulate complicate masticate gravitate 
desolate dedicate predicate hesitate 
manipulate delicate relocate irritate 
capitulate  duplicate  replicate  interstate 
fishplate  triplicate  syndicate  reinstate 
template  educate  vacate  meditate 
contemplate  extricate  vindicate  understate 

 

 

13                              14                            15                                16 

crate  grate  decorate  frustrate  proliferate 
pirate 
karate 

deliberate generate nitrate 

gyrate denigrate infiltrate reiterate 
accelerate desperate illiterate recuperate 
accurate doctorate illustrate refrigerate 
inaccurate elaborate immigrate saturate 
birthrate electorate liberate separate 
calibrate emigrate magistrate temperate 
celebrate  enumerate  migrate  tolerate 
chlorate  evaporate  moderate  transmigrate 
cooperate  exaggerate  penetrate  vibrate 
corporate  exonerate  perforate  vertebrate 
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17                             18                             19                                20 

dam madam       arm  army     blame  lame  namesake 
exam  scam  warm harm came   same namely 
amalgam alarming became hammer 
cram    cam farmland     dame 

shame  
jammer jam 

ram     pram farmer   name  game grammar 
gram   ham harmful endgame inflammation 
sham  slam harmless sesame inflammable 
diagram charming  rename mammal 
swam spam  swarm  flame tame  mammoth 
tram    yam   armchair  frame fame  ambulance 
anagram  dharma  nickname  ambition 
echogram  lukewarm  surname  dynamic 

 

 

21                               22                           23                                24 

amateur  aim     calm  balm  add   bad  
ashamed claim palm  psalm had    shade 
shameful claimed almond dad   daddy 
shameless claimant embalm fade  clad 
dammed acclaim almanac had  lad fad 
damn exclaim almirah ladder 
amble exclamation palmistry lady   mad 
preamble reclaim salmon malady 
amazing  proclaim  ophthalmic  paddy 
adamant  maim  almighty  sad  pad tad 
ammonia  aimlessly  instalment  adamant 
programme  claimant  Palmyra  addition 
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25                              26                            27                                28 

had     shade  saddle     badly  ahead  already 
pad      tad stadium squad  salad bladder 
paddy  tidy radius broad  blade breadth 
sadly   really radiant spade  madly dreadful 
add  added radish spread adore grenade 
address made  strap upload deadly gradual 
addition invade bread   adapt gadget 
clad    clap gadget trade  advice headmaster 
mad madder  madcap  radio  daddy  administer 
nomad  flap  decade  buddy  laden  advance 
academy  parade  shade  badge  headache 
adjustment  handmade  grade   plead  adhesive 

 

 

29                             30                              31                               32 

cab   jab  tab  about  ably     bag   brag    sag   agree 
stab    stable able  grab hag nag fag dragon ago 
drab    flab  baby above gag  lag tag image  sage 
grab   lable absurdity flag    slag    dosage 
fabulous abuse  stag   rag  rage  garage 
enable absent wag  agent baggage 
abilities absorb magical agenda 
babble ablaze magnet against 
cabin  shabby  magpie  agreement 
rabbit  abacus  barrage  disagree 
capable  syllabus  wagon  engagement 
baboon  movable  zigzag  aggressive 
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33                             34                             35                                36 

as  ass  has   lass   lasted     ask  atlas  ash      bash 
brass   flask pass  paste canvas brash  leash 
class   classic passerby harass  dose cash    crash 
gas      glass    passage surpass dash   trash 
grass  waste mask  mast trespass gash   gnash 
has      
hasn’t 

peas  crease bypass lash   splash    

base   vase fast   fasten passport mash awash   
east   easily taste   haste class  coast rash   abash 
gasp   grasp  case    caste  biogas   flash  thrash    
mass  amass  bass     chase  casual  slash  stash 
massive  blast   beast  assault  wash squash   
massively  was    haste  phrase  quash clash 

 

37                             38                             39                                40 

backlash  cashier     bush   blush    cushion 
encash ashtray gush   hush pincushion 
eyelash ashamed lush    push onrush 
eyewash ashore plush  rush inrush 
hogwash squashed flush  crush ushered   
gatecrash fashionable slush  brush pushcart 
Stone wash Kashmir bushy pushy pushover 
unleash flashlight ambush brushwork 
whitewash  flashback  bushel  hairbrush 
whiplash  washroom  thrush  nailbrush 
brainwash  washbasin  bushfire  toothbrush 
mouthwash  dashboard  bushman  bottlebrush 
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41                             42                             43                               44 

bake  bakery  takeaway     brake    drake  
cake  naked takeover creak creek breakeven 
cakewalk sweepstake awaken beaker 
drake  slake stakeholder awakening icebreaker 
fake     lake caretaker flakes tiebreaker 
make   rake intake cornflakes creaked 
quake  wake mistake snowflakes croaked 
snakebite     mistakenly cupcake unshaken 
forsake  partake  quake  speaker 
wakeful  retake  earthquake  loudspeaker 
handshake  undertake  lawbreaker  homemaker 
lakeshore       overtake  windbreaker  tweaked 

 

45                             46                             47                                48 

and      band  expand     handbook  armband 
bland   gland landing handmade grandma 
brand  grand handed handsome Holland 
wand  candle sandcastle candid husband 
land   garland   sandpaper bandit sandbox 
candy  fend understand errand sandpit 
hand   handy outstanding command sandpaper 
handle  panda standout island mandate 
demand  strand  Iceland  manhandle 
pandemonium   standard  random  wetland 
sand  stand  withstand  sandals  tandem 
memorandum  bandage  scandal  wander 
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49                              50                             51                                52 

age    cage  manager     are       bare   area   rather 
cabbage package care     blare rarely 
damage carriage dare    aware  fanfare 
rage  engage marriage glare   hare   barefoot 
sage    stage cottage fare     mare parent 
page   badge courage flare    scare  parental 
wage  usage encourage hare   square   squarely 
enrage image share    rare squarer 
garage  mirage  snare    farewell 
luggage  postage  spare   stare  carelessly 
baggage  savage  daycare    carelessness 
storage  teenager  airfare    carefree 

 

53                             54                              55                                56 

geared  mar  ware  were     nearer  bark  dark 
feared    software nearest dark   husk 
blared    hardware unaware darker 
arena   declare barely darken 
caress infrared caretaker darkest 
apparel scarecrow undertaker lark  park 
silverware caregiver daredevil mark spark 
prepare cigarette apparent marker 
beware  warehouse  harem  market 
warfare  dearer  hectare  hallmark 
welfare  dearest  appearance  landmark 
cookware  minaret  scarecrow  sparkle 
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57                             58                              59                               60 

shark    remark     charge  camp  
stark   embark charger campus 
darkroom remarkable discharge clamp 
darkness remarkably surcharge cramp 
charka trademark overcharge champion 
skylark landmark large lamp 
trademark birthmark enlarge pamper 
supermarket footmark larger tamper 
hypermarket  markings  largest  tramp 
hallmarking  marketing  barge  stamp 
watermark  kingmaker  target  ample 
earmark  benchmark  Argentina  sample 

 

61                             62                              63                               64 

vampire  advance     ace   ass  pace  pacer 
revamp balance brace  raise peace 
amply glance face  days peaceful 
damp chance grace gaze graceful 
dampen finance lace   lose disgrace 
example dancer place terrace 
amply cancer palace  race misplace 
swamp distance necklace replace 
trample  penance  mace  maize  displace 
hamper  romance  menace  birthplace 
Champak  trance  race  racial  workplace 
pamphlet  variance  trace praise  fireplace 
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65                              66                            67                                 68 

face  facial  back   buck     buyback  sack 
surface hack   clock comeback knapsack 
resurface knack  rock cutback ransack 
deface lack    lock drawback hijack 
preface rack    mock feedback skyjack 
furnace shack  click halfback mudpack 
grimace slack    slap holdback unpacked 
embrace stack   stick  payback repack 
airspace  package  rollback  smack 
solace  packet  setback  snacks 
shoelace  racket  kickback  attack 
cyberspace  whack  lice  backside  hunchback 

 

69                             70                             71                                72 

jack  backbreaking     ball   bell  ill  ally allay 
jacket backward call  cull  

cult 
actually 

tack backpedal fall   fell  fill factually 
track backlash hall  hill  hull  casually 
backtrack backdrop mall  lull mill equally 
tracked background tall  full   

talk 
annually 

racetrack backlog wall  will 
yell 

finally 

crack backstroke small  smell formally 
crackers  backbench  gall      glad   usually 
wisecrack  backbone  stall  legally 
blackberry  blacklist  install  locally 
acknowledge  blacksmith  instalment  socially 
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73                             74                             75                                76 

allow  rally  really     recall  small  act     fact  
disallow tally  ideally shall  befall pact   tact 
allowance orally downfall intact 
allowable brutally footfall enact 
fallow especially nightfall exact 
gallows specially rainfall contact 
hallowed globally shortfall react 
shallow morally snowfall diffract 
swallow  totally  enthrall  transact 
tallow  verbally  meatball  compact 
wallow  personally  waterfall  tract   tact 
marshmallow  physically  windfall  impact 

 

 

77                             78                              79                               80 

actual  interact     inactive  ask      clasp      
cactus contract activate asking  sack 
factor cataract bacteria asked   back 
attractive detract tactile bask     bash 
attraction distract reactant basket 
exactly extract reaction basketful 
actress abstract practical casket 
lactic retract practice facemask 
tractor  subtract  practise  flask     flash 
tactful  contact  practically  gasket 
faction  overact  tactical  multitasking 
fraction  inexact  tactically  taskmaster 
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81                               82                              83                             84 

bade    aid  accolade     downgrade  kneaded 
blade   paid evade upgrade cadet 
fade    dead blockade degrade evaders 
grade  glad invade forbade treaded 
made  maid pervade brigade threaded 
shade  
afraid 

comrade cascade academy 

spade  said sunshade brocade academic 
trade  tried arcade grenade pleaded 
wade warden  dissuade  parade  leader 
decade  remade  traders  pleader 
crusade  manmade  tirade  adequate 
lemonade  comrade  persuade  broaden 

 

 

85                             86                              87                               88 

cave   brave  avenue     crave   crack  chalk  walk 
gave   grave average slavery talk     stalk 
have   heave averse caveman alkali 
leave  sieve avert heavenly alkaline 
pave   rave weaver gravely walker 
save  savage misbehave graveyard talkback 
slave  shave behaviour beaver talkies 
wave  weave bereave heaven sidewalk 
behave  bravely  concave  cakewalk 
heave  bravery  pavement  walkover 
deprave  waved  enslave  talkative 
forgave  conclave  travel  crosstalk 
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89                             90                             91                                92 

arm  armies  earmark     barn    burn  learn 
army warmly warn  warm learnt 
harm   warm firearm harness learned 
alarm  tram farmhouse garner unlearn 
charm farmer garnish earn 
charming armband tarnish earnings 
swarm armchair varnish earnest 
unarm armloads warning earnestly 
armed  garment  warned  carnage 
disarm  harmony  forewarned  carnival 
armoury  harmonise  carnivore  incarnate 
armpit  lukewarm  carnivorous  incarnation 

 

 

93                             94                              95                               96 

hard  ward     award  guard 
harden coward reward guardian 
hardened awkward hoard bodyguard 
hardware backward orchard coastguard 
hardwood forward skyward lifeguard 
hardship afterward seaward safeguard 
hardness upward custard unguarded 
heard toward mustard guarded 
unheard  untoward  bastard  garden 
hardly  downward  bustard  gardener 
warden  onward  dastard  pardon 
wardrobe  outward  standard  ardent 
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97                              98                            99                                100 

board  arch  march     art  ant  ask  mart 
beard archer cart  dart martyr 
boarded archery heart  mart artist 
keyboard architect part  start artisan 
cupboard anarchy smart wart article 
blackboard monarch apart articulate 
lizard archive apartment artwork 
wizard parch chart barter 
jeopardize  starch  charter  martial 
sardine  search  earth  quarter 
eardrum  research  earthly  cartoon 
bombard  archeology  dearth  heartiest 

 

 

101                           102                           103                             104 

party  ankle     blanket  plank  sink 
partner anklet banknote prank sunk 
partnership bank  link bankrupt prankster 
depart blank databank rank  sting 
impart blanket riverbank outrank 
important crank outflank sank    stink 
start  tart crankshaft tanker stank  tame 
startle drank   

wink 
banker shrank 

artful  flank    fling  swanky  spank  pink 
artery  frank   frisk  blankness  thank 
thwart  frankly  cantankerous  thankful 
hartal  lanky  yank  embankment  thankless 
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105                           106                           107                             108 

batch   bitch  match     cast  mast 
catch  attach matchless castle master 
catchy mismatch caste mastery 
despatch matchbox outcast masterly 
hatch matchstick fast mastermind 
hatchery watch fasten past 
latch  clash watchful hasten paste 
patch watchdog haste pastime 
patchwork  watchman  chaste  taste 
scratch  stopwatch  last  tasty 
snatch  watchword  blast  tasteful 
thatch  cowcatcher  blasted  tastiest 

 

 

109                           110                           111                              112 

aghast  boast     pastel  asthma 
ghastly boastful pasture astral 
east coast drastic asterisk 
eastern coastal elastic wastage 
beast roast plastic wasteful 
breast toast cast contrast 
least nasty broadcast vast 
feast repast telecast vastness 
yeast  gymnast  overcast  vastly 
vast  castor  breakfast  toothpaste 
waste  pastor  fastest  wastepaper 
wasteful  plaster  bastion  wastebasket 
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113                            114                          115                              116 

awe  save  bawl   bail     paw  cap  gap lap 
awful brawl  bale pawn map   nap  
awkward caw    crow pawnbroker sap tap  zap 
awake claw   clue thaw apt  captain 
awoke crawl withdraw capacity  lag 
awaken draw drawback capital 
await drawn straw caption 
awash gnaw sawn captive 
away  law  jigsaw  capture 
award  lawyer  seesaw  capable 
aware  lawn mow  jaw  capability 
awareness  unlawful  jawan  chapter 

 

 

117                           118                             119                           120 

clap   drape   graph     apathy  happen 
flap   gape graphic apiece happily 
grab  drab applaud appease capsule 
chap  ape applause apart incapable 
crap  trap appear aplomb scrappy 
flapping appearance appendix scrapbook 
strap  snap appeal apply scrape 
satrap approve applied escape 
rap  rape  approval  applicant  elapse 
rapid  appoint  appliance  lapse 
rapture  aptitude  approach  tapestry 
parapet  apartment  apprehend  trapeze 
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121                           122                            123                            124 

strap wrap  diaper     range angel  barge 
staple paper anger charge 
stapler newspaper danger discharge 
sharpen mousetrap endanger charger 
sharpener landscape dangerously surcharge 
kidnap scapegoat change large 
napkin perhaps exchange larger 
graph evaporate banged largest 
autograph  biography  arrange  largely 
graphic  grapple  orange  enlarge 
paragraph  diaphragm  ranger  recharge 
geography  naphtha  stranger  target 

 

 

125                           126                           127                              128 

dealt   death  paltry     although  bay  day   
falter  mast penalty altitude hay  lay   
halt    filter loyalty casualty nay pay  ray  
malt   molt fault casualties say  way  
salt     said default stealthily bray    fray 
salty   faulty vault unhealthy gray    pray 
waltz  whizz assault unfaltering stray   tray 
altos asphalt altruistic clay     slay 
alter  wealth  halting  spray   sway 
falter  wealthy  altar  portray may 
health  alternative  cobalt  betray   gay 
healthy  alternatively  altercation  X-ray   stray 
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play   player  daycare     anyway  prayer 
pray  prayer haywire midway mayor 
okay  allay getaway runway Mayday 
astray   castaway subway rayon 
ayah cutaway waylay crayon 
away gangway waylaid prepay 
always getaway wayward payout 
array nowadays today astray 
essay  daydream  midday  ashtray 
decay  doomsday  yesterday  foray 
delay  daybreak  relay  papaya 
layout  payback  layer  layoff 
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outplay  air  airy     dairy  able  unable 
overplay hair  chair airman cable table 
heyday fair   fairy airlift enable 
weekday pair  flair airdrop viable 
railway affair airborne stable 
pathway unfair airbag unstable 
waybill fairly airport liable 
daycare repair airline pliable 
daresay  affairs  airfare  capable 
payload  chairman  hairpin  incapable 
payable  staircase  armchair  notable 
taxpayer  despair  haircut  taxable 
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enable  disable     ant   chant  constant 
bearable desirable enchanting dormant 
unbearable movable rant  plant elegant 
comfortable memorable eggplant migrant 
countable profitable grant  grand immigrant 
constable vegetable elephant rampant 
considerable amenable planter radiant 
avoidable avoidable plantation peasant 
dependable  syllable  implant  pleasant 
forgettable  sizeable  transplant  pheasant 
unforgettable  valuable  accountant  pageant 
untouchable  invaluable  assistant  panther 
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want  pants  adamant     brilliant  bang bangle 
giant  meant blatant dominant clang gang 
scant  slant consonant ignorant gangster 
scanty  merchant important dangle 
anthem relevant infant fang  hang 
antler irrelevant instant pang  rang 
antenna servant miscreant sprang 
antonym repentant occupant slang 
antique  restaurant  participant  range  
infant  vibrant  pregnant  rang  orange 
tenant  tolerant  significant  arrange 
vacancy  intolerant  guarantee  arrangement 
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tang  tangy  danger     aid and hid  maid 
anger endanger afraid maidservant 
angry strange unafraid housemaid 
angel strangers braid   raid maiden 
angle estrange raiders mermaid 
triangle danger paid   laid waylaid 
tangent dangerous repaid upbraid 
mangoes mangrove prepaid braided 
change  language  postpaid  overpaid 
exchange  entangle  unpaid  underpaid 
anguish  vanguard  said  unsaid  bridesmaid 
hangout  boomerang  aforesaid  chambermaid 
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head  ahead  behead     bread  bead  read 
heady forehead dread  tread knead 
headed overhead thread kneaded 
headman pinhead spread reader 
headlong dead breadth reading 
headway deadly retread lead  leader 
headache deadlock steady leadership 
headline deadline unsteady plead 
headlamp  already  spread  pleader 
headman  readily  widespread  pleading 
headings  unread  breadfruit  mislead 
headphone  instead  meadow  deadbeat 
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bee eek  fee  cheese  engineer  heed   head 
pee see eel coffee creep freezer  feet heel    heal 
been  beans cheerful feeble honeybee 
ghee   glee cheek  teak freehold jeep  beep 
ghee  agree disagree fleeting knee   plea 
need  needy deep  reap free  freed keel    kneel 
asleep bleed deem  beam fleet  wheat keep 
beetle discreet feel  feeling keeper 
beetroot  deer   dear  freedom  keepsake 
breezy  breeze  exceed  greed creed  meek   reek 
beet   beat  esteem  green   seal  preen 
beef   reef  employee  greenery  queen 
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needle  sheepish     seep  seethe  reed   reef 
needless settee seek   speak reek   reel 
need  needy sleeve seed   deed tree   street 
peek   peak sleepy sheep steep three  free 
peel    peal speech squeeze tweed 
peep   creep speedy seem  ream weed sweet 
pedigree seeker sleek  greet week  weak 
seek   speak screen street weekly 
seen  scene  sweeper  succeed  weekend 
steel   steal  seem  ream  sheen  sneer  weekday 
sheer sheet  sleek  greet  teenager  weep   leap 
speedway  seek   leak  upkeep  wheel  steep 
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between  needy     deaf  each  beach 
creeper proceed deafen peach 
geese  smear pioneer deafening impeach 
career rupee  saree leaf bleach 
canteen refugee leafy breach 
cheetah referee leaflet reach 
degree seethe leafed outreach 
foresee seesaw overleaf preach 
indeed  trustee  sheaf  teach 
jubilee  trainee  seafloor  teacher 
meeting  umpteen  seafood  unreachable 
meet  meat  freewheel  seafarer  treacherous 
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ease  cease  eagle     beak  leak  leakage 
decease eaglet peak  teak creaky 
disease eager bleak break weakened 
crease eagerness freak weak weakly 
decrease meager sneak wreak weaken 
increase league speak tweak beaker 
tease teaser colleague streak breakout 
lease please acreage squeak beacon 
release  mileage  heartbreak  peaceful 
grease  lineage  daybreak  peacefully 
appease  seagull  outbreak  teacup 
ceasefire  seagoing  tiebreak  seacoast 
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deal    heal  really  beam  ream  leap    beep 
meal   peal idealism dream team reap   seep 
seal    zeal realty gleam heap   deep 
steal   real realise cream cheap 
squeal realisation creamy cheaply 
dealer appeal scream leapfrog 
ordeal oatmeal steam heaped 
conceal jealous stream leapt 
ideal  zealous  daydream  reapply 
repeal  stealth  teamwork  reappear 
reveal  health  preamble  seaplane 
cereal  wealth  seamless  weapon 
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ear      bear  clearly     cent  scent  percent 
dear   hear beard ascent percentage 
near   rear weary descent complacent 
wear   year shear nascent adjacent 
earn    learn smear crescent recent 
tear    clear swear century recently 
earlier spear   gear centum eccentric 
earliest appear centrifuge epicenter 
eardrum  pearl  centipede  incentive 
earmark  arrear  central  concentric 
earring  heart  center  concentrate 
earnings  earthly  centre  centimetre 
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ceiling  lie  lied     less     mess  unless 
deceive allied cess    bless endless 
receive flier  belie guess  dress careless 
receipt client chess   messy mindless 
receiver belie essay   press useless 
deceit belief fearless jobless 
conceit believe spotless lawless 
perceive relief boneless needless 
conceive  goalie  baseless  helpless 
misconceive  applied  countless  harmless 
deceitful  salient  stainless  tireless 
receivable  lovelier  pointless  flawless 
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effortless  actress     confess  bend  fend 
breathless stress profess lend   mend 
nonetheless address assess send  tend 
fruitless heiress assessment ascend 
guileless distress goddess descend 
powerless mistress hostess descendant 
cordless mattress obsess transcend 
ruthless fortress obsession agenda 
lifeless  waitress  possess  defend 
timeless  progress  possessive  offend 
landless  aggressive  possession  blended 
selfless  congress  prowess  blender 
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lender  depend     amend  apprehend 
slender dependent amendment comprehend 
depend independent commend comprehension 
expend endow commendation fiend 
expenditure ending recommend friend 
stipend unending tremendous gender 
suspend endorse mendicant engender 
spendthrift yearend calendar legend 
pendulum  render    moneylender  godsend 
append  surrender  resplendent  send-off 
appendix  rendition  splendid  spend 
appendage  referendum  splendour  tendency 
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trend  abet     detach  meet feet 
trendy alphabet detail sheet fleet 
downtrend betel detain teeth sweet 
trendsetter better deter greet tweet 
tender betterment detergent street 
attend betray determined beetle 
attendant betrayal deterrence seethe 
contend betting detract bittersweet 
contender  between  detonate  sweetshop 
extend  betrothal  detoxify  sweeten 
intend  diabetes  cadet  sweetness 
pretend  diabetic  vendetta  sweetheart 
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bedsheet  getup  diet  basket 
worksheet budget piety basketball 
spreadsheet target quiet gasket 
teething forget disquiet jacket 
teetotaler nugget quietude packet 
fleeting gadget anxiety racket 
meeting getaway impropriety cricket 
greetings energetic proprietor ticket 
treetop  together  fiftieth  thicket 
parakeet  apologetic  society  wicket 
cheetah  vegetation  variety  rickety 
streetlight  vegetable  dietician  locket 
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pocket  cutlet  scarlet  metal mettle 
pocketknife couplet bracelet metro  
socket bulletin outlet meter metre 
bucket bullet toilet comet 
blanket gullet lethargy helmet 
rocket booklet lethal diameter 
skyrocket leaflet letter sometime 
ketchup pamphlet letup timetable 
sketch  hamlet  plethora  perimeter 
wastebasket  tablet  skeleton  method 
market  wallet  tabletop  mettle 
supermarket  violet  newsletter  methane 
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pen  penned  father     either  lather 
Pencil  den fatherly neither leather 
penchant mother another feather 
penny   hen motherly other farther 
man men brother together rather 
mandate sister altogether weather 
manhandle gather bother whether 
woman gathered bothersome wither 
women  gathering  bothered  panther 
ten   tenth  tether  bothering  slither 
when  hen  dither  godfather  smooth 
then yen  further  breather  smoother 
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alter  after  fatter  flat     chapter  cutter  
better fattest matter falter 
betterment flatter scatter gutter 
bettered flutter shatter hunter 
batter fast  faster stutter potter 
battery fastest water quieter 
bitter fitter  flint watered rooster 
bitterly later latest wet  wetter sinister 
butter  latter  wettest  scooter 
hot   hotter  litter  twitter  helicopter 
glitter  loiter  tweet  writer 
clutter  literal  winter  sweater 
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best     test  arrest     infest  quest 
west    jest attest feast conquest 
rest     lest breast festive request 
vest    guest beast festival question 
chest  wrest chest festivities restless 
eldest congest forest unrest 
jester congestion fastest interest 
majestic contest furthest interesting 
priest  honest  estate  nearest 
testify  honesty  esteem  harvest 
gesture  honestly  estimate  nestle 
festoon  dishonest  earnest  pestle 
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east  west  biggest     furthest  investigate 
eastern suggest semester investment 
western suggestion restriction invest 
southeast largest restrict domestic 
northwest smallest restore domesticated 
modest protest restoration indigestion 
immodest testify restrain digestion 
destiny latest restraint orchestra 
destroy  brightest  restaurant  destruction 
least  testify  establish  cholesterol 
molest  lifestyle  celestial  milestone 
molestation  freestyle  ancestral  limestone 
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ice    dice  advice  vice     invoice  lick    nick  
mice  nice justice voice iceberg click   kick 
rice   price jaundice prejudice flick   trick 
lice   splice practice policeman pick   prick 
slice  dicey service justice sick   sickle 
juice  trice officer cowardice tick  tickle 
twice  juice licence apprentice thick  quick 
spice  biceps license unnoticed wick  brick 
thrice choice  invoice  accomplice  chick  slick 
nicer  nicest  hospice  disservice  stick  snick 
office police  rejoice  sacrifice  sickly  sticky 
entice notice  edifice  icebreaker  tricky   kick 
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sticker  picked     hide  tide  besides 
chopstick picket side  wide maiden 
candlestick wicked idea  ideal upside 
drumstick wicket pride  video outside 
lipstick ticket guide  aside inside 
yardstick cricket rider  bride preside 
homesick nickel oxide sided subside 
stricken quicken widen abide sideways 
pinprick  quickly  glide  decide  sidewalk 
nickname  thicken  divide  reside  consider 
flicker  thickness  spider stride  ideally 
gimmick  toothpick  beside ride  ideology 
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cyanide  widely     beck     deck  gift    drift 
trident   tidal worldwide heck    neck swift  sift 
confide guideline peck   check fifth  gifted 
confident epidemic wreck speck adrift  shift 
confidential identify beckon thrift  lift 
provide identification reckon fifty  uplift 
accident identity heckle fifthly   rift 
incident coincide checklist liftoff 
pesticide  genocide  reckless  facelift 
evident  herbicide  necklace  forklift 
evidence  pesticide  woodpecker  spendthrift 
unaided  suicide  breakneck  shoplifter 
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city  pit  fit  skit   slit     guitar  visit   white 
with sit   wit   itch   chit invite brittle title   quite 
site  kit   lit     habit  orbit purity limit  write 
unit  bit  bite merit  digit litter  little audit  elite 
wait   written spite  debit bitter bitten faith  fruit 
item  suit hit credit trait written unite  ability  
exit    quit ambit  edit remittance kitty   await 
despite pity    united editor unlit  remit 
shit    knit  entity credit  monitor  grit   gritty 
cite   website  itself equity  permit  little  profit 
kite   writ  submit  summit  spirit  deposit 
without  omit    transmit  commit  bitter  critic 
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available  invigilate     jailbird  child  mild 
unavailable vigilant jailbreak build  wild 
assailant vigilance mailbag rebuild 
assimilate mutilate mailbox builder 
bailable mutilation mailboxes building 
bilateral philately nailbrush guild  mildly 
compilation philanthropic sailboat bewilder 
dilate similar sailboard childish 
filament  similarity  tailbone  childlike 
hilarious  dissimilar  tailboard  childbearing 
jubilant  ventilate  trailblazer  childhood 
jubilation  ventilation  trailblazing  brainchild 
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beg  egg  leg   degree  segment  negate 
ego  egged   legacy regime negative 
begin  began college regimen integrate 
begun begum category regiment aggregate 
regal   legal elegant negligent regulate 
legend  siege elegance register negotiate 
legendary integer legible delegate 
region  regain illegal illegible legislate 
regret  regard  integral  beginning  regarding 
allege  forego  regular  bubblegum  integrity 
beggar   pregnant  foregone  privilege 
omega  pregnancy  eggplant  phlegm 
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children  bile     file   failed  futile  hostile 
stepchild guile   mile silent   toilet ductile 
grandchild pile     tile senile  facile tactile 
mildness vile    exile docile smiley tensile 
wildfire while  oiled silencer fertile 
wildcat erstwhile silently reptile 
wildlife worthwhile reconcile volatile 
wilderness meanwhile imbecile textile 
bodybuilder  smile  agile  crocodile  versatile 
bodybuilding  mobile   profile  missile 
shipbuilding  immobile  epileptic  mileage 
tahsildar  automobile  epilepsy  detailed 
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dilemma  agility  familiar  affiliate 
jubilee ability familiarity debilitate 
juvenile inability mobility facilitate 
flexible capability utility militate 
broiler disability utilise rehabilitate 
trailer facility sterilise silicate 
milestone fertility civilised possibility 
compile hostility military probability 
stockpile  humility  civilian  credibility 
facsimile  liability  pavilion  sensibility 
merciless  stability  militant  mobility 
privilege  tranquility  mobilise  utility 
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visibility  bill  drill  fill  billion  illness 
ceiling gill  hill  grill million illogical 
prevailing kill  mill  pill trillion illicit 
equilibrium sill  still   till kitten  shrill illegal 
silicon will   frill  killer   millet illiquid 
silica chill  chilly thrill  uphill illustrated 
auxiliary chillies  downhill illusion 
bilingual hilly   quill anthill illusionary 
unfamiliar  silly   skill   hillock  illuminate 
utilise  spill   villa  foothill  illiterate 
familiarise  bellow  hilltop  gorilla 
tranquilise  pillow  guerilla  goodwill 
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brilliant  kilo   silo     gilt  hilt  silt  final China 
village pilot  sailor guilt  wilt dinar  inane 
millipede sailor tailor lilt  tilt  finalise 
willpower bailout built  inbuilt finance 
hornbill antilock filthy  finality 
spoonbill epilogue quilt   spilt semifinal 
stillborn kilogram guilty  spoilt finalist 
disillusion kilometre frailty alumina 
artillery  kilowatt  filter  cardinal 
vermillion  autopilot  filtrate  coinage 
scintillate  philosophy  infiltrate  criminal 
willingness  tailorbird  infiltration  coordinate 
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abdominal  inaugural  imaginary  spinal 
aboriginal inaugurate original spinach 
eliminate inaccurate originate stamina 
elimination intestinal ordinance retina 
binary inactive obstinate ordinal 
culinary illuminate seminar ordinary 
laminate marginal seminary inadequate 
luminary marinate urinary discriminate 
fascinate  minaret  urinary  disciplinarian 
dominate  nominate  veterinary  inclination 
domination  nominal  obstinate  inadvertent 
dominance  terminal  terminate  rumination 
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assassinate  assist  exist  existence  minister 
combination hoist  moist resistance ministry 
criminalise foist   

egoist 
assistance economist 

contaminate artist  resist persist sinister 
examination list      enlist chemist disturb 
destination wrist  

wristy 
chemistry distort 

denominator listless Christ district 
inadvertent listen  twist Christian distract 
imagination  consist 

waist 
 Christianity  distress 

subordinate  insist    tryst  atheist  distant 
predominant  moisten  history  distance 
vaccination  moisture  historical  distinct 
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pistol  artistry     clarify   signify 
piston feminist certify simplify 
pianist linguistics diversify testify 
florist mistake justify identify 
realistic mistaken modify  notify intensify 
glisten mistook notify  purify falsify 
gristle subsist qualify classify 
bristle tourist quantify crucify 
register  pharmacist  disqualify  fortify 
registration  whistle  rectify  amplify 
physicist  logistics  satisfy  glorify 
cistern  statistics  specify  verify  unify 
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eject   elect  collect  defect  direction 
erect  hectic collective defection director 
sect   insect collection deflect indirectly 
affect collector deflected effect 
affection correct deflection effective 
affectionate correction detest effectively 
architect incorrect detect electricity 
architecture connect detective electrify 
bisect  connection  dialect  electrification 
intersect  connectivity  directive  elective 
rectify  tectonic  rectum  election 
rectified  spectrum  rectification  electron 
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electrode  projection  prospect  sector 
electrocuted reject respect section 
hectic subject suspect nectar 
hectare subjected neglect spectacle 
deject subjective neglected spectator 
inject infect reflect perfect 
injection infection reflected perfection 
object inspect reflection perfectly 
objective  inspected  select  protect 
objectively  inspection  selection  protective 
objectionable  expect  selective  protection 
project  expectation  spectre  lecturer 
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eight  light  eight     overnight  lightly 
might night eighty infighting lightning 
right sight eighth fighter delight 
tightly height upright delightful 
tighten knight outright daylight 
bright mighty plight twilight 
brighten almighty slight floodlight 
brightly midnight freight headlight 
flight  fight  nightmare  straight  highlight 
fright  fortnight  sprightly  limelight 
frighten  nightfall  airtight  moonlight 
frightened  tonight  tightrope  spotlight 
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enlightened  edict  evict  victor  convict 
streetlight depict victory conviction 
searchlight depiction victories constrict 
straighten addict verdict constriction 
copyright addiction dictate contradict 
hindsight afflict dictation fiction 
sighted inflict dictionary fictional 
insight conflict dictator friction 
sightless  evict  dictatorship  district 
eyesight  victim  predict  picture 
nightclub  victimize  prediction  pictorial 
weight  victimisation  predictable  picturesque 
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restrict  field   yield  dentist  fine    dine 
restriction wield  cyclist shine  line 
district wielded finalist pine  spine 
strict fielder humanist wine  define 
strictly fieldsman motorist mine  shrine 
strictness midfield novelist urine  liner 
nonfiction battlefield panelist inert  swine 
diction outfield scientist brine  twine 
valediction  fieldwork  stylist  engine 
benediction  windshield  terrorist  engineer 
jurisdiction  shield  vocalist  engineering 
dereliction  battlefield  shortlist  linear 
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combine  bromine  business  inertia 
turbine determine cinema kinetic 
medicine examine cabinet lineage 
vaccine famine confine ineffective 
iodine jasmine eminence inescapable 
imagine illumine imminent inexpensive 
machine undermine pertinent inexcusable 
morphine eminence prominent inefficient 
discipline  imminent  machinery  inevitable 
doctrine  prominent  refinery  strained 
marine  mineral  nonlinear  vinegar 
chlorine  minefield  trainee  vineyard 
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alkaline  left   often     inch   zinc  evince 
borderline cleft  theft since  incur prince 
decline heft   hefty pinch  winch princess 
frontline lefty  deft flinch  clinch incentive 
guideline deftly weft princely mince wince 
incline lofty lofted distinction mincemeat 
landline loftily  aloft extinct convince 
offline soft  bereft   extinction incidence 
online  softly  instinct  incisive 
pipeline  softer  succinct  incense 
streamline  soft-spoken  incur  income  sincere 
skyline  software  incite  incisor  sincerely 
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coincide  instinct  bind   kind  index 
coincidence incubate find    mind indeed 
since incubator wind  blind indoor 
incapable incumbent grind  behind induce 
incident invincible headwind indigo 
include brainchild mankind India  

Indians 
inclusion province mastermind indict 
incomplete principal remind induct 
incongruous  principle  rewind  indent 
increase  raincoat  rescind  indices 
incredible  loincloth  tamarind  indulge 
increment  captaincy  whirlwind  industry 
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industrious  individual  indigestion  windy 
industrial individually indignation window 
industrialist indebted indomitable windpipe 
industrialise indigenous indivisible dwindle 
indicate indecision indeterminate swindle 
indication indecisive indiscipline tailwind 
indicative indexation indispensable windfall 
indirect indiscreet indisputable windmill 
indirectly  indispose  indemnify  windowsill 
indecent  independent  indescribable  windshield 
indigent  indulgent  indifferent  windscreen 
indelible  indignant  indifference  windswept 
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hinder  minded     infer   infinite 
blindly mindful inference infinity 
blinded mindless inform inferior 
blindfold mindset information infidel 
kind  kindly unmindful informative infighting 
kindest remind infant informal 
kindle hinder infancy infiltrate 
spindle hindsight influx inflatable 
grinder  indrawn  infirm  inflexible 
raindrops  rejoinder  infuse  influence 
vindicate  vindicate  inflow  influenza 
cylinder  zamindars  inflict  inflammable 
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gainful  king    ring  boring  accounting 
painful sing    wing firing advertising 
sinful being  bring fixing belongings 
rainfall doing  dying innings breathtaking 
misinform lying    tying losing building 
infest cling   vying making challenging 
informally icing   owing mining nitpicking 
mainframe sling    fling rating proceedings 
uninformed  swing  

billing 
 ruling  scaffolding 

disinfect  sting   
spring 

 sewing  surrounding 

disinfection  wring  firing  string  shoestring 
reinforce  doing  going  wiring  unsuspecting 
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thing  banking  mapping  anguish 
anything bowling marketing distinguish 
clothing beginning meaning extinguish 
everything breeding morning languish 
nothing engineering shipping linguistics 
something exciting shocking binge  tinge 
kingfisher fearing swimming dingy  stingy 
kingdom leading warning hinge   
kingly  pleasant  winning  fringe 
string  ringleader  writing  syringe 
springtime  ringmaster  willowing  stringent 
dingbat  outstanding  upcoming  contingent 
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singer  ingot     inhale  initial 
ginger ingest inhaler initialled 
gingerbread ingestion inhibition initiate 
forefinger ingratitude inhabit initially 
fingernail ingress uninhabitable initiative 
fingerprint ingratiate inhabitation iniquitous 
tingle ingrained inherit inorganic 
single ingrate inheritance inopportune 
singular  inglorious  inhospitable  inoperable 
singularly  ingenuous  inhuman  inoperative 
harbinger  ingenuity  inhumane  inordinate 
meaningless  ingredient  inhumanity  inorganic 
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injection innkeeper link    brink interlinking 
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injury innings sink    clink freethinker 
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injustice innovation stinker inkling 
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input  innocent  linkage  painkiller 
inpatient  innocuous  rethink  unthinkable 
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coins insect insolvency minute 
gainsay insert install retinue 
groins insertion instalment continue 
kinship inside instant diminutive 
mainstay insight instead aluminium 
mainstream insist instrument terminus 
peninsula insisted insulin inundate 
remains  insistence  insult  minutest 
rinse  inspect  insurer  discontinue 
ruins  inspire  insurance  minutely 
spinster  inspiration  insurgency  inundate 
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invalid   invent  into    hint  point 
invaluable inventor mint   print pointer 
invasive invention dint    sprint appoint 
invariably invincible point   joint appointment 
inventory invigorate paint   ninth disappoint 
inverter invigilator saint   faint pointless 
invest invite stint   glint ballpoint 
investment invitation acquainted gunpoint 
investor  uninvited  printer  midpoint 
investigate  involve  pointer  pinpoint 
investigation  involvement  maintain  pointedly 
invoice  involuntary  jointly  viewpoint 
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newsprint intense interrupt destiny 
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painter intend interval mutiny 
certain intent interview rainy 
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uncertain  intimate  intoxicate  inward 
maintenance  intimation  intestine  inwardly 
squint  internal  introvert  brainwash 
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after  craft afterwards like   dislike yoke  woke  
shaft  graft aftermath hike  likely awoke  
crafty afterthought spike striker broke 
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craftily aftershock unlikely broken 
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aircraft aftermarket likelihood invoke 
spacecraft crankshaft likewise provoke 
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hovercraft  overdraft  strikeout  cooker 
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oars   board  board  boat   coat  goatskin 
boar  soar boarding goat   oath boathouse 
roar   coarse chessboard oats   float rowboat 
soar  uproar clipboard loathe motorboat 
hoarsely dashboard loathsome speedboat 
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boarding scoreboard cutthroat petticoat 
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cupboard  switchboard  houseboat  waist coat 
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focal  
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allocation innocent socialise 

local  vocal equivocal innocence society 
locate advocate ocean sociology 
location holocaust proceed socially 
locality reciprocal procedure associate 
dislocate reciprocate procedural association 
relocate vocabulary processor disassociate 
brocade  vocation  processed  antisocial 
cocaine  invocation  oceangoing  sociologist 
avocado  provocation  oceanography  socialistic 
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genocide cocoon doctorate bode   
atrocity coconut doctrine abode 
atrocious chocolate octave anode 
ferocious crocodile octane cathode 
ferocity protocol octagon electrode 
ferociously locomotive octopus corrode 
precocious locomotors concoct eroded 
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vociferously  photocopy  decoction  overrode 
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modem  modify  biodiversity  godly 
modest sodium codify godliness 
modesty iodine commodity godlike 
modern bodily crocodile doodle 
modernity codify custodial noodles 
moderate daffodil embodiment hoodlum 
moderator modicum foodie bloodless 
modernism periodic foreboding bloodletting 
outmoded  periodical  melodious  bloodline 
remodel  podium  methodical  floodlights 
episode  prodigy  modification  floodlit 
explode  prodigal  zodiac  woodland 
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introduce custody delayed elder  
introduction embody elaborate beheld 
introductory disembody elapsed welder 
module antibody elation welding 
produce busybody elastic upheld 
producer bodyguard eyelash elderly 
production bloody freelance eldest 
productivity  moody  fuselage  handheld 
byproduct  odyssey  porcelain  feldspar 
reproduce  bodybuilding  relative  seldom 
coproduce  aerodynamics  unrelated  elderberry 
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elect   telex  accelerate  relent  boil    recoil 
select  delete celebrate relentless soil   embroil 
elation celebrations relevant foil       oiled 
election clientele relevance boiler   toil 
elegant delectable release broiler  coil 
elegance electrode selection recoil   spoil 
electric foreleg selective oilseeds 
electronics guileless telephone potboiler 
element  hopeless  tireless  spoilt 
elementary  hopelessness  useless  topsoil 
elevated  lifeless  wheelchair  turmoil 
eleventh  priceless  wheeled  toilet 
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charter  yard  tardy  heyday 
chatter yardstick retard someday 
cluster backyard retardation daytime 
commuter barnyard regard highway 
greater shipyard reward halfway 
lighter vineyard disregard doorway 
minister card bombard headway 
monster cardinal leopard driveway 
plaster  cardiac  drunkard  playboy 
quarter  discard  hazard  playful 
shelter  placard  hazardous  bayed 
sprinter  scorecard  cardamom  bayonet 
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daylong  amiable     constable  comparable 
daylight amicable equitable honourable 
holiday curable habitable miserable 
birthday incurable inevitable vulnerable 
everyday eatable suitable dependable 
dismay lovable timetable formidable 
playground liable unstable perishable 
playback pliable tablespoon reasonable 
display  reliable  available  renewable 
replay  parable  reliable  incapable 
payment  probable  untenable  unimaginable 
repayment  portable  inflammable  improbable 
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canteen  relevant  boast coast  cobalt 
fantasy stimulant toast  roast global 
tantrum confidant toaster globalisation 
vigilant defendant boastful globally 
gallant lubricant boastfully acrobat 
gallantry litigant coasted acrobatics 
warrant militant coastal improbable 
abundant applicant coastguard probable 
arrogant  reluctant  coastline  probability 
antibody  instant  coastland  probationer 
claimant  repellant  seacoast  probably 
gigantic  triumphant  toastmaster  tobacco 
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die   tie   lie  wield   yield  varied  hygiene 
pie  view field variety qualified 
dried   chief outfield piece efficient 
chieftain shield piecemeal patient 
mischief minefield timepiece financier 
tried   fried alien    fiery achieve deficient 
piece  movie thief   plied married efficient 
brief genie  eerie hurried modifier 
briefcase  review  glacier  audience 
grief   grieve  viewpoint  society  ambience 
niece  genie  interview  science  patience 
friendly  viewfinder  scientific  quiet  cried 
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ancient  cookies  easy  east  fleas please 
anxiety Barbie ease  easily displease 
barrier rabies least   beast pleasant 
carrier relief feast   yeast unpleasant 
copier relieve lease  tease pleasure 
soldier relied eased  easel measure 
premier shriek cease crease  treasure 
fierce techie areas  easier decrease 
pierce  science  easiest  increase 
priest  society  release  east eastern 
nutrient  soviet  decease  northeast 
studied  species  disease  southeast 
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uneasy  pheasant  express  pressing 
unleash easygoing expressive suppress 
breast appease expression compress 
greasy teaser depress depression 
grease ceasefire pressing guesswork 
reason seashell impress chessboard 
reasonable beastly impressive dressmaker 
unreasonable abreast impression kindness 
treason  teaspoon  empress  hardness 
season  pancreas  oppress  wellness 
seasonal  feasible  repress  thickness 
measurable  overseas  pressure  brightness 
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illness  lesson  access  between 
wetness lessen excess creeper 
fitness vessel recess geese  

smear 
harness lesser process career 
madness message success canteen 
hardness session princess cheetah 
lioness messenger concession degree 
tigress blessed necessary foresee 
business  dessert  necessity  indeed 
weakness  essence  unnecessary  jubilee 
goodness  essential  successful  meeting 
suddenness  procession  successor  meet meat 
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needy  beech leech  bleeding  freelance 
proceed screech feeder freeload 
pioneer speech feedback cartwheel 
rupee  saree speechless overfeed wheelbarrow 
refugee seed   feed feedstock cartwheel 
referee deed  reed gleeful neem deem 
seethe speed cheeky esteem  teem 
seesaw speedster meekly redeem 
trustee  speedboat  midweek  unseemly 
trainee  greed breed  weeklong  agree 
umpteen  heed  

greedy 
 biweekly  disagree 

freewheel  exceed  beekeeping  agreement 
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spleen  sleepless  sightseeing  bayonet 
keenly sleeplessness fees  trees cabinet 
greener sheepdog awardee internet 
greenery sheepskin invitee magnet 
evergreen innkeeper nominee magnetic 
greenbelt goalkeeper teeth tweet planet 
foreseen gatekeeper beetle bonnet 
screening innkeeper parakeet genetic 
deep seep  sheer cheer  worksheet  kinetic 
deepen  queer  sweetmeat  monetary 
weeping  deerskin  bittersweet  network 
bleeper  volunteer  spreadsheet  phonetics 
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athlete  carpet  retail  retrospect 
decathlete trumpet retain concrete 
complete compete retina cigarette 
incomplete appetite retire minaret 
completion petal return regret 
completely petty retreat secret 
compete petrify retrench secretary 
delete petrol retarded pretence 
deplete  petition  foretell  pretend 
depletion  pipette  foretold  wretch 
obsolete  puppet  pretty  stretch 
replete  competitor  surety  stretcher 
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asset  ethical  lettuce  bent  cent 
upset eternal letter wetter dent  gents 
onset ethnic poet poetic lent   rent 
reset etch  stretch poetry sent  tent 
settle wretch retort vent  went 
settee duet fetch retiree central 
setout kettle offset century 
closet veto  metro safety centric 
setback  veteran  ninety  eccentric 
handset  bouquet  velvet  epicenter 
settings  buffet  whether  adjacent 
cassette  helmet  settlement  center centre 
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accent  ancient  authentic  accident 
decent efficient entail confident 
indecent obedient entangle dependent 
innocent client entertain dentist  
recent clientele enter   entry ardent 
recently lenient entrap identify 
percent recipient entrant indent 
percentage patient entrance incident 
scent  impatient  entitle  president 
crescent  oriental  entire  resident 
ascent  orientation  entrust  prudent 
descent  scientist  exponent  strident 
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agent  lentils  amazement  document 
detergent excellent agreement equipment 
diligent plenty allotment enjoyment 
divergent plentiful ailment enactment 
pungent prevalent argument element 
reagent ambivalent amusement figment 
stringent relent augment ferment 
urgent silent amendment foment 
tangent  talent  apartment  fragment 
negligent  valentine  basement  garment 
gentle  violent  cement  implement 
gentleman  turbulent  comment  judgement 
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lament  payment  component  carpenter 
mentality pavement continent carpentry 
mentor pigment eminent overspent 
memento placement exponent penthouse 
mention regiment imminent pentagon 
moment sediment opponent repent 
momentarily segment permanent repentance 
momentum sentiment pertinent spent 
movement  shipment  prominent  serpent 
monument  statement  fluent  serpentine 
ointment  treatment  frequent  turpentine 
ornament  torment  affluent  unrepentant 
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apparent  absent  abstention  extent 
belligerent absentminded discontent intent 
coherent assent retention insistent 
current consent intermittent intention 
concurrent dissent intentional latent 
deterrent essential attention patent 
different present attentive persistent 
indifferent presently competent potential 
inherent  represent  consistent  stent 
parenting  sentry  resent  content  tenth 
transparent  sentinel  contention  tentative 
torrent  sentence  detention  tentacles 
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advent  insolvent  dip  hip  lip  receipt 
adventure invention nip  pip  rip helipad 
adventurous inventory sip  tip  zip tulip 
convent prevent chip     ship lipstick 
convention preventative clip      slip tiptoe 
circumvent prevention flip      blip turnip 
event solvent grip     ripe nippy wipe 
eventful ventriloquist tipsy  tippler snipe swipe 
eventual  ventricular  equip  wiper 
eventually  ventilate  equipment  zipper unzip 
fervent  ventilator  equipped  gripe  viper 
invent  venture  slippers  whiplash 
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ellipse  cripple  flagship  diploma 
eclipse ripple friendship diplomat 
skip  skipper  multiple leadership disciple 
skit  skittle triple membership discipline 
script ripple ownership indiscipline 
scripture unripe partnership participle 
manuscript ripen ripped readership principle 
manipulate gossip township principal 
wipeout  trip  strip  worship  chipmunk 
pipeline  stripes  shipshape  chips  
triplicate  stripped  shipwreck  microchip 
omnipotent  pipette  shipyard  centipede 
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big  dig  fig  niggle  neigh  foreign sigh 
gig  rig   wig wriggle neighbour foreigner 
digit   reign giggle rigorous assign  design 

tiger  align gigabit vigorous benign align 
thigh  cigar gigantic bigotry malign  
vigour  weigh gigawatt indigo consign  feign 

high  sigh brigade vertigo campaign 
twig  pigmy brigadier vestige designer 
cigarette  hooligan  prestige  resigned 
original  ligament  frigate  signpost 
originate  vigilant  navigate  realign 
irrigate  vigilance  mitigate  alignment 
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enigmatic  prodigy  dignified  digital 
ignore enigma digestive reality 
ignorant highway dignity tuition 
signal  sign poignant digital habitat 
signature effigy digress circuit 
resignation vigour pigment edition 
ambiguity ignite pigsty pigmy visitor 
intrigue stigma migrant exploit 
poignant  origin  ragging  citizen 
oblige  original  rigging  charity 
obligation  origami  trigger  withheld 
obligatory  intrigue  figure  witness 
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either  writer  unitary  life   wife  housewife 
titled  ritual entitle knife strife wildlife 
polite  cavity entitlement penknife nightlife 
excite  vanity granite pocketknife manifesto 
sanity  nitric gravity knifepoint proliferate 
oddity  admit density lifeguard tiff   cliff 
capital  spit fitness lifeless whiff  stiff 
benefit  edit quality lifeline differ 
emit limited  gambit  lifelong  difference 
citrus  critic   limited  lifetime  different 
initial  limitless  lifespan  differently 
depositor  criticize  lifesaving  differentiate 
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difficult  Pacific Ocean  amplifier  bulletin 
difficulties pacified amplified albumin 
indifference terrific dignified dolphin 
indifferent terrified qualified gelatin 
diffident specific quantified hairpin 
diffidence specification rectified insulin 
diffuse  specifically scientific javelin 
diffusive prolific scientifically kingpin 
plaintiff  modifier  simplified  penguin 
stiffened  modified  testified  pumpkin 
pontiff  purified  verified  tarpaulin 
tariff  tiffin  purification  verification  vitamin 
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chain  rain   contain  attain  complain 
gain    vain curtain restrain explain 
pain   again entertain refrain porcelain 
plain   grain fountain retrain villain 
brain  train maintain sprain cabin robin 
drain  slain mountain constrain dustbin 
stain  strain obtain scatterbrain hemoglobin 
abstain pertain terrain bobbin 
ascertain  plantain  multigrain  vein  rein 
bloodstain  retain  remain  protein 
chieftain  sustain  bargain  coffin 
captain  uncertain  chamberlain  globin 
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chin   shin  rich   riches     bitch  itchy  leave heave 
thin kin skin richly which  ditch  twitch heavy weave 
sin spin grin richer pitch  stitch weaver 
coin  join  
tin 

richest switch hitch weaverbird 

groin  origin enrich glitches beaver 
satin  virgin enriched pitcher heavenly 
violin  basin enrichment pitchfork heavily 
washbasin ostrich hitchhike eavesdrop 
margin twin  superrich  bewitching  heavyweight 
aspirin  win  sandwich  witchcraft  upheaval 
cousin  toxin  dichotomy  chitchat  endeavour 
begin  login  whichever  switchboard  bereavement 
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bench   alert   exert     advertise  culvert 
clench overt  avert advertisement vertex 
drench berth  inert covert vertical 
French avert  divert vertigo 
quench expert invert vertebrate 
stench expertise inverted concert 
wrench desert inverter certify 
enchant dessert introvert certified 
enchanting  assert  extrovert  certification 
penchant  assertive  subvert  fertile 
entrench  insert  pervert  fertility 
retrench  insertion  poverty  fertiliser 
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aperture  property     serve  nerve  enervate 
entertain overtake server  cervix interval 
entertainment overtime swerve observable 
exert overturn conserve observant 
exertion overthrow deserve observation 
fingertip overthrew intervene pervade 
inertia undertone intervention reservation 
inert undertook observe reservoir 
infertility  undertake  preserve  servant 
liberty  undertaker  unnerve  maidservant 
pertain  uncertainty  overview  undervalue 
pertinent  watertight  interview  overvalue 
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service  over    ever  elder  rider  anger eager 
disservice liver     

lover 
order under merger 

deserving fever driver border  larger laser 
intervention never  river powder danger tiger 
nervous cover 

clever 
gender user copper  

nervously silver  lever tender tier  proper    
conservator after   later murder  seer   deer  
perverse meter enter wonder beer   cheer 
pervert  cater  voter  blunder  sheer steer 
reservoir  water utter  foster  buffer offer 
supervise  outer bitter  boxer  mixer  defer  suffer 
supervisor  winter filter  center alter  wafer loafer 
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inner dinner   altogether     however  boulder 
lower tower another whatever bewilder 
power super breather whenever commander 
sober timber either whoever cylinder 
shower ruler neither wherever consider 
upper paper further whichever reconsider 
soccer pier farther moreover defender 
manner former caregiver engender 
miner corner  leather  deliver  fielder 
ulcer cancer  rather  forever  founder 
buyer poker  whether  recover  lavender 
layer  lawyer  weather  screwdriver  plunder 
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Alexander  burner  developer  officer 
bystander coroner grasshopper manager 
pretender container improper trigger 
plunder designer pauper butcher 
provider foreigner prosper voucher 
ringleader gardener sandpaper premier 
thunder manner skipper soldier 
recorder prisoner sweeper pioneer 
shredder  reckoner  wastepaper  freezer 
surrender  scanner  whisper  lighter 
shoulder  spanner  worshipper  polymer 
squander  trainer  wrapper  empower 
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    cherish  bluish 

accomplish punish  garish selfish 
bullish admonish perish starfish 
devilish astonish parish fish      fishy 
demolish burnish nourish swish  dish 
establish diminish flourish boyish 
foolish furnish feverish blemish 
polish garnish boorish reddish 
publish  varnish  bearish  sluggish 
relish  greenish  impoverish  anguish 
stylish  replenish  gibberish  childish 
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aid      paid    bide  abide   coincide  acid  acidity 
said    afraid forbid turbid decide acidic lucid 
laid  waylaid abiding genocide acidify 
maid  raid forbidden fungicide rancid  
unaided carbide herbicide antacid 
prepaid overbid homicide accident 
postpaid underbid insecticide accidental 
repaid outbid matricide incident 
mermaid  morbid  pesticide  incidence 
maiden  counterbid  patricide  decide 
maidservant  turbidity  suicide  undecided 
aforesaid  ambidextrous  vermicide  elucidate 
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candid  fidget solid  eyelid holidaying 
candidate fidgety valid  invalid consolidate 
iodide infidel validity consolidation 
overdid fidelity squalid glider 
splendid affidavit semisolid paragliding 
hide   chide  confide slide  glide validate 
sulphide confident landslide validation 
orchid  confidently  collide  invalidated 
hideout  confidence  mudslide  revalidated 
hidden  diffident  rockslide  solidarity 
hideous  diffidence  downslide  solidifying 
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amid      timid  ride  bride     ridge  bridge  corridor 
amidst  humid pride bridal fridge riddle 
humidity astride abridge griddle 
middle stride  unabridged trident 
midway deride cartridge ridicule 
pyramid fluoride grid   acrid ridiculous 
bromide chloride hybrid porridge 
midnight override horrid footbridge 
middleman  nitride  putrid  strident 
formidable  hydride  torrid  iridescent 
intimidate  bromide  ridden  bridegroom 
intimidation  triglyceride  bedridden  unbridled 
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besides considerable residential insipid 
inside considerably residence stupid 
upside reconsider residency stupidity 
outside sidetrack residual stupidly 
poolside sidekick preside pidgin 
insider dissident president dilapidated 
outsider  dissidence  presidential  spider 
subside  insidious  presidency  intrepid 
subsidy  assiduous  nonresident  epidemic 
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